NOTES

1. EPA = 2.60 (EFFECTED PROJECT AREA)
2. LANTERN WILL BE PREWIRED AND TESTED ALL COMPONENTS ARE U.L. LISTED.

SCALE: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

SIDE VIEW

HORIZONTALLY MOUNTED TYPE III CUT-OFF OPTICAL ASSEMBLY WITH PORC. MOGUL BASE 4kv SOCKET MOUNTED IN ROOF. (LAMP NOT SUPPLIED)

CAST ALUMINUM HEX ROOF

CAST ALUMINUM ROUND CAP

CAST ALUMINUM REMOVABLE DOOR FOR EASY RELAMPING

BALLAST & COMPONENT PARTS MOUNTED INSIDE 2PC. CAST ALUMINUM MOISTURE PROOF BALLAST COMPARTMENT. (CUSTOMER MUST SPECIFY BALLAST WATTAGE & VOLTAGE DESIRED)

CAST ALUMINUM HEX CAGE

CLEAR ACRYLIC (CA) CAGE PANELS SHOWN. (5 CAGE, 1 DOOR) PANELS SECURED TO CAGE & DOOR WITH CLIPS & SCREWS

3/4 FROSTED GLASS CHIMNEY WITH BRASS POLISHED AND LACQUERED HOLDER. (NOT ELECTRIFIED)

CAST ALUMINUM POST FITTER SLIPS OVER 3" DIA POST OR TENON

(3) S.STL 5/16"-18 SET SCREWS

TOP VIEW

SCALE: N.T.S
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